
A relevant and engaging marketing and communications 
campaign delivers a return on investment at a business 
level, but perhaps more importantly it delivers tangible, 
measurable behaviour change on a social level. 

Marketing and communications can often seem 
simple. It’s easy to see the outputs – websites, emails, 
brochures, letters – however it’s less obvious to see 
the outcomes. More retrofit enquiries, and more retrofit 
initiatives happening, as a direct result of engaging 
marketing and communications.

Good communications matter. Right now the market 
is awash with communication about retrofit initiatives. 
Many are incorrect or misleading, leaving the customer 

confused, frustrated and potentially turned-off. 

The RE:NEW Support Team will work with you to 
create memorable, engaging and relevant marketing 
communications targeted to your customer that cuts 
through the noise to articulate the true value and 
rationale for retrofit. 

All communications will be tailored to ensure you gain 
maximum return on your investment.

Find out more about the FREE RE:NEW marketing and 
communications support available by contacting Hayley 
Walton:  hayley.walton@customerplus.co.uk 

MARKETING AND 
COMMUNICATIONS



The business case for marketing  
and communications
Marketing is not just about promotion. It’s about meeting your customers’ 
needs, making sure every moment-of-contact counts and helping you 
engage and inspire action from your customers.

Driving the right actions from your customers delivers the behaviour 
change your organisation wants. 

Free marketing and communications 
support from the RE:NEW team
You can access marketing support comprising insight, experience and 
expertise to generate a return on investment and drive your retrofit 
programmes forward.

Your support will be delivered using an industry-tested process:

Discovery

Based on a thorough understanding of your aims, approaches and 
resources the RE:NEW Support Team will use market research and 
intelligence to devise a plan to meet your business needs and budgets.

Diagnosis – where are you now?

Stopping to reflect is often overlooked when the day job is the priority. 
The RE:NEW Support Team have a range of audit tools to help you to do 
just that. Identifying which of your marketing and communication activities 
are working, who and where your customers are – and what behaviours 
they currently exhibit – all help to improve the return from your marketing 
campaign.

Delivery – where do you want to get to and how will you get there?

Working with you we’ll draw up key tools such as a marketing plan, a 
promotional planner and a measurement matrix focused on delivering your 
retrofit objectives.

These tools will help you promote your message to the right audience, 
at the right time and through the right channel to achieve your retrofit 
objectives. The RE:NEW Support Team will work with you to identify 
the right medium to promote your message, whether that is an email, 
advertisement or event.

The team will also help you measure the success of your marketing and 
communication activities through a number of techniques, giving you the 
evidence to demonstrate the return on your investment from the campaign, 
the behaviour changes you have driven, and highlight improvements for 
your future campaigns. 

Find out more information
To discuss how marketing and communications can support you to achieve 
your return on investment or engage a difficult to reach audience contact 
Hayley Walton.

Hayley.Walton@customerplus.co.uk
07920 492885
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RE:NEW provides a highly skilled and 
experienced Support Team which offers 
FREE support to social landlords and 
mixed tenure schemes to increase the 
scale of domestic retrofit.

The support is tailored to each 
organisation and comprises:

 ● a review of retrofit potential

 ● formulation of retrofit projects

 ● funding and procurement advice

 ● support through the procurement 
process


